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Four Examples of Organizing 
Virtual Teams

Example 1: Adding Virtual Teams to a Traditional PLC

The Scenario: Lincoln Middle School has been implementing 
the PLC process for five years. The staff decide that they want to 
take whatever steps necessary to accelerate their progress. As a 
result, they are going to get serious about implementing virtual 
teams in their PLC team structure to improve communication 
and collaboration.

Membership Closed: Only members of the current grade 
level or content area teams are formal, 
ongoing members of the virtual team. 

Connection Hybrid (virtual / face to face): Teams obviously 
continue to meet face to face but also use 
virtual teaming to enhance the learning. 

Scope Team: While the school plans to utilize virtual 
teaming in a number of creative ways, staff 
members are steadfastly committed to 
making sure that every team in their PLC is 
accelerated with a structured virtual team. 

Format Hybrid (asynchronous/synchronous): Since 
virtual teaming doesn’t take the place 
of traditional, face-to-face, synchronous 
meetings, the asynchronous aspects of the 
teams provide an opportunity for ongoing 
dialogue, reflection, and growth.  

Orientation Grade level / content area: Every grade level 
or content area in the school that currently 
has a PLC team forms a virtual team to serve 
as a companion to ongoing efforts. 
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Duration Ongoing: Commitment to the PLC model 
requires ongoing commitment to teaming. In 
this case, there is an ongoing commitment 
to using virtual teaming to support that 
process. 

Origin Planned: The school makes a planned, 
strategic commitment to using virtual teams 
to improve and accelerate the performance 
of traditional teams within the PLC. 

Purpose Learn and transform: As is the purpose 
of every team within a PLC, the virtual 
team serves to accelerate the learning and 
continuous transformation of professional 
practice and improvement of outcomes. 

Size Limited: Teams are limited only to the 
assigned members. 

Management Facilitative: The school uses the same 
organization style for traditional teams as it 
does for virtual teams. Its efforts are one and 
the same, with the technology and strategies 
of virtual teams simply accelerating the 
progress. 
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Example 2: Supporting At-Risk Latino Middle School 
Students

The Scenario: Hope Spring Middle School has experienced a mas-
sive influx of English learners (ELs) in the last five years. Most 
of these students are Spanish speaking. Recently, several critical 
incidents have occurred involving students running away and 
being suspended. There is also a trend of low performance on 
long-standing local assessments. Virtual teaming is being used 
in response to these issues.

Membership Closed: Since this team is anticipating some 
rather intense discussions with a focused 
group of educators, team members decide to 
make it a closed group. 

Connection Hybrid (virtual / face to face): The group 
connection is primarily virtual with some  
face-to-face opportunities throughout the year. 

Scope Regional: Teachers from this school choose 
to include educators from throughout their 
region as members of this virtual team. This 
is because many other schools in the area are 
also experiencing this new challenge. 

Format Hybrid (asynchronous/synchronous): Since  
they plan on meeting several times through-
out the year yet maintain virtual collaborative 
space, they define their format as a hybrid. 

Orientation Function: This is a special project outside the 
traditional work of teams within a middle 
school PLC. 

Duration Term: This team intends to complete its 
analysis by the end of the school year. 
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Origin Unplanned: In the middle of the school year, 
a group of teachers began reflecting on the 
need to gather more critical information on 
supporting the needs of at-risk Latino middle 
school students. 

Purpose Ignite/inform: This team is determined to 
improve its service to these students. Team 
members know, however, that they must 
develop new knowledge and understanding 
in order to do so. 

Size Limited: They decide to limit the team to 
between fifteen and twenty educators. 

Management Facilitative: Although participants come from 
throughout the region, many of them already 
know one another, and a facilitative style will 
likely elicit the most creative thoughts and 
expressions.
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Example 3: Implementing New State Science Standards

The Scenario: New state science standards recently have been 
introduced. The standards document is quite voluminous, and 
there is much to learn about what the standards mean for issues of 
local curriculum alignment and instruction. As a result, Strongville 
High School forms a virtual team to examine the issue. 

Membership Open: This core team of science educators 
commits to meeting consistently and posting 
as much new information as possible about 
the new science standards. However, the 
educators decide not to limit membership 
and instead allow any other science educators 
who would like to join the group to participate 
during their six-month analysis. 

Connection Virtual: Most of this team’s work takes place 
on virtual platforms. However, there may be 
face-to-face opportunities that follow. 

Scope Regional/state: This initiative prompts team 
members to identify colleagues from across 
the state who likewise will be dealing with 
these issues. The advantage is that connections 
can be made and resources shared.

Format Asynchronous: Because most participants 
never attend a meeting but participate by 
posting responses and information online, the 
asynchronous design serves the intentions of 
this team most efficiently. 

Orientation Function: This team is designed to examine 
a specific issue outside the normal working 
parameters of teamwork in a PLC. 
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Duration Term: The team elects to limit its work to six 
months, resulting in a report to be sent to the 
state legislature and department of education. 

Origin Planned: A team of interested science teachers 
from across the state decides to put together 
a virtual team to study the new standards. 

Purpose Ignite/inform, learn and transform, and give 
voice / send a message: This team intends to 
learn as much as it can about the new science 
standards (ignite / inform). The team members 
also hope that their efforts will inform the 
work of science teachers everywhere across 
the state (send a message). They ultimately 
hope this leads to better practices for every 
science department in schools throughout the 
state (learn and transform). 

Size Unlimited: In this case, it’s an open 
membership designed to identify a maximum 
number of solutions and begin to collate 
responses to the new state science standards. 
Allowing the team to grow to an unlimited 
number (at least for a while) offers the team 
the opportunity to gather the most amount  
of information.

Management Minimal: Since participation is wide open, 
creative, and seeking unsolicited responses, 
a minimal managerial approach most 
likely allows for the greatest amount of 
participation. 
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Example 4: Forming a Vertical Team Within a PLC

The Scenario: Recently, new state mathematics standards have 
been developed. In response, districts from around the state are 
concerned that this may require significant curriculum realign-
ment. The Green Plains School District decides to form a local 
district vertical team to study the issue for one year. 

Membership Closed: This vertical team is focused on 
a specific set of pre-established learning 
objectives. As a result, a closed, dedicated 
team is advantageous. 

Connection Hybrid (virtual / face to face): The district has 
a learning management system (LMS) that is 
appropriate for virtual teaming. It keeps notes 
and maintains threaded dialogue. 

Scope Local district: Because the vertical team 
involves teachers from a variety of grade 
levels, district participation is required. 

Format Hybrid (asynchronous/synchronous): The 
team agrees to meet consistently face to face 
followed by ongoing dialogue and sharing 
asynchronously on a virtual platform. 

Orientation Function: In this case, the special function is 
the vertical examination of essential grade-
level or content issues by a team within a PLC.

Duration Term (one year): This virtual team meets for 
one year to study this specific issue. Other 
vertical teams within a PLC may represent an 
ongoing commitment. 
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Origin Planned: Vertical teams are very common 
within PLCs. Assuming that a vertical team 
has existed for years in a district, a virtual 
team could be a companion to this work to 
expand its outcomes.

Purpose Learn and transform: Pursuant to the ongoing 
purposes of a traditional PLC, the purpose is 
to learn and transform.

Size Limited: This team consists of fifteen 
members across grades K–12.

Management Facilitative: The team executes this special 
vertical function pursuant to the ongoing 
norms and expectations of teams within a PLC. 
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